


There’s a beauty and elegance in simplicity. A freedom in the absence of unnecessary detail.  
A statement made when form follows function. Introducing our newest expression of this ideal— 
The Modern Collection by Eldorado Stone. Developed to accentuate contemporary designs, these 
stones pair refined color with clean lines to blend or contrast with neighboring elements. Minimal. 
Sensible. Perfect. Balanced. A natural showcase for palettes of wood, steel, concrete or glass. 
The results are spaces that come alive. That speak for themselves and take center stage.  
Proof that less can truly be so much more.



Oyster Cut Coarse Stone (page 43) with a dry-stack grout technique.
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Combine stone profiles to create unique textures and colors. 
The raked faces of Zen24 adds subtle texture and depth to the 
smooth surface of Longitude24.

Soft Light Zen24 (pg. 21) and Snowdrift Longitude24 (pg. 13) with a dry-stack  
grout technique. 



9Zinc European Ledge (pg. 47) with a dry-stack grout technique.



Chalk Dust TundraBrick (pg. 67) with a standard grout technique. 
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Longitude24™

Foggy Meadow Longitude24 Silent Grey Longitude24

Snowdrift Longitude24 Wild Oat Longitude24

Create a calming environment with Longitude24. Big silky surfaces feature a monochromatic palette 
with natural color variations. Combine with any of our 12 × 24 stones for a unique textural blend. 

stone dimensions (approx.): 12" h × 24" l × 1" d
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Showcase an ageless, refined style with this large stone that beautifully reinvents an architectural 
powerhouse with the authentic texture, sleek profile and subtle hues of natural cut limestone.

stone dimensions (approx.): 12" h × 24" l × 1" d
Marquee24™

Dove Tail  Marquee24

Sanderling  Marquee24
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Design a space with textures, colors and layers of materials which 
work together to create a memorable space.

Sanderling Marquee24 (pg. 15) with a dry-stack grout technique.



Establish a strong presence with SierraCut24, one of our largest and most distinctive stone surfaces.  
The heavy rock texture stacks nicely as a foundational element or grand facade.

stone dimensions (approx.): 12" h × 24" l × 1"–2.5" d
SierraCut24™
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Hidden Creek SierraCut24 Monument SierraCut24

Zenith Grey SierraCut24
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Find balance with this large format stone that harmoniously blends into a space, but adds the light 
texture reminiscent of gently raked sand in a zen garden.

stone dimensions (approx.): 12" h × 24" l × 1" d
Zen24™

Burlap Zen24 Nickel Zen24

Soft Light Zen24



24 Opposite page: White Elm Vantage30 (pg. 27) with a dry-stack grout technique.



Vantage30 delivers a unique planking appearance with its long 30" linear lines. The gentle textural 
surface brings an additional element of movement while uniformly stacking tight for clean installation.  

stone dimensions (approx.): 6" h × 30" l × 1"–1.625" d
Vantage30™
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Midday Vantage30 Southern Peak Vantage30

Stormcloud Vantage30 White Elm Vantage30



Ridgetop18™
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Blackhawk Ridgetop18 Granite Spire Ridgetop18

Oakleaf Ridgetop18 Whisper White Ridgetop18

Blend modern and traditional with this large-faced stone that masterfully combines medium rocky 
texture, monochromatic colors and a cut that’s perfect for stacking tight or as a contrasting band 
against smoother profiles.

stone dimensions (approx.): 9" h × 18" l × 1"–1.625" d



Montecito Cliffstone (pg. 33) with a dry-stack grout technique. 



Explore countless design options with this contemporary, versatile profile that gracefully complements 
a variety of modern looks with refined, flat-planed faces and distinctive textural details.

stone dimensions (approx.): 1.25"–6" h × 4"–22" l × 1"–2" d
Cliffstone®
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Banff Springs Cliffstone Barley Cliffstone

Boardwalk Cliffstone Montecito Cliffstone



Presenting the ocean-worn accents of coral, CoastalReef is a precision cut stone. Its deeply faceted 
texture makes for a naturally beautiful range of color culled from organic coral blends.

stone dimensions (approx.): 4"–12" h × 4"–16" l × 1"– 1.5" d
CoastalReef ™
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Pearl White CoastalReef

Sanibel CoastalReef



Sanibel CoastalReef (pg. 35) with a dry-stack grout technique. 
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The modern lines and large scale of Cut Coarse Stone are  
a perfect design element for both the interior and exterior  
of a home.

Oyster Cut Coarse Stone (pg. 43) with a dry-stack grout technique.



Reminiscent of a saw-cut Turkish Limestone, this highly textural—yet contemporary—linear profile is 
a perfect scale for an efficient installation appealing to both commercial and residential exteriors and 
interiors. Stones include three different heights at various lengths.

stone dimensions (approx.): 3," 6" & 9" h × 12," 18" & 24" l × .75"–2.5" d

Cut Coarse Stone™
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Oyster Cut Coarse Stone

Seashell Cut Coarse Stone



Cottonwood European Ledge (pg. 47) with a dry-stack grout technique. 



This majestic ledgestone profile perfectly fuses old-world stonework and modern design in a precision 
cut panel with stair-stepped edges that eliminates unsightly vertical joints.

panel dimensions: 4.5" h × 24" l × .75"–2.25" d  |  single stone dimensions: 1.5" h × 11" l × .75"–2.25" d
European Ledge™
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Cottonwood European Ledge Glacier European Ledge

Linen European Ledge Sidewalk European Ledge

Zinc European Ledge
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The soothing, neutral tones of Cottonwood European Ledge present 
a perfect backdrop to highlight the darker accents of this retreat.

Cottonwood European Ledge (pg. 47) with a dry-stack grout technique.



Birch LedgeCut33 (pg. 53) with a dry-stack  
grout technique. 



LedgeCut33™
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Beach Pebble LedgeCut33 Birch LedgeCut33

Ocean Floor LedgeCut33 Sage LedgeCut33

Visualize the endless possibilities with LedgeCut33. Stones are cut into three-inch heights and three 
varying lengths to create appealing modern designs.

stone dimensions (approx.): 3" h × 12," 18" & 24" l × .75"– 2" d



54 Beach Pebble LedgeCut33 (pg. 53) with a dry-stack grout technique.
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Traditional stones can be paired with more contemporary finishes 
and color palettes to achieve a rustic modern appeal.

Moonlight RoughCut (pg. 59) with a dry-stack grout technique.



RoughCut®
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Casa Blanca RoughCut

Moonlight RoughCut

Add the natural contrast of rugged and refined with RoughCut. This profile has been carefully crafted 
from limestone featuring embedded fossilized artifacts and a roughly-cleaved pronounced face.

stone dimensions (approx.): 2"–11" h × 2"–18.375" l × 1.5"– 2.5" d



Black River Stacked Stone (pg. 63) with a dry-stack grout technique.
Designer: Contour Interior Design  |  Builder: Capital Builders & Designers, Houston TX



Stacked Stone 
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Black River Stacked Stone Daybreak Stacked Stone

Dry Creek Stacked Stone Nantucket Stacked Stone

Silver Lining Stacked Stone

Combine classic elegance and intricate detail with simplicity in this small-stone panel system that 
artfully recreates the appearance of precision hand-laid, dry-stack stone.

panel dimensions (approx.): 4" h × 8," 12" & 20" l × .625"–2" d
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Inside or out, stone always complements an environment in the 
company and vibrancy of natural elements.

Black River Stacked Stone (pg. 63) with a dry-stack grout technique. 



TundraBrick®
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Ashland TundraBrick

Chalk Dust TundraBrick

Old-world elegance infused with a modern twist, this profile was authentically molded from reclaimed 
European bricks and given new life with fresh, contemporary colors. 

stone dimensions (approx.): 2.5" h × 7.875" l × .875" d
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Selecting a matching mortar color for Ashland TundraBrick binds 
the grey hues of this immaculate kitchen design together. 

Ashland TundraBrick (pg. 67) with a standard grout technique.



Birch LedgeCut33 (pg. 53) with a dry-stack grout technique. 
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Sage LedgeCut33 (pg. 53)  
with a dry-stack grout technique. 

Blue Steel Coastal Sand Grey Sky White Cloud

Architectural accents are the finishing touch, both aesthetically and 
functionally. Introducing accents for the modern palette. Featuring 
a 2" guillotined edge detail and four new colors.

Split-Edge 
Accents

Column Cap
Available in: 
18" × 18"
22" × 22"
24" × 24"
26" × 26"

Wall Cap
Available in: 
9" × 30"
12" × 30"

Hearthstone
Available in: 
20" × 20"

Wainscot Sill
Available in: 
20" × 2.5" back × 2" face





Because Eldorado Stone replicates natural stone, variations 
should, and can be expected. Even though colors in this brochure 
are as close to the actual stone as possible, photographic and 
printing techniques — and actual viewing conditions — can alter 
perception of color. It is recommended to obtain a sample of  
Eldorado Stone before placing an order.

If you would like more information on prices, availability of stone, 
the name of your local distributor, or answers to any questions not 
covered in this brochure, please contact us. We would be happy 
to assist you with your stone building plans. Detailed installation 
instructions, specifications, technical information and test data  
is available upon request.

eldoradostone.com/modern

800.925.1491

010616




